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Today the changes brought about by new technology had a 
significant effect 011 the life ofpeople living in every corner of 
the globe. Traditional process of teaching and learning in 
education has been replaced by new and emerging 
technologies. Information Technology is having ct major impact 
on all areas of education- curriculum, methods of leaching, 
classroom learning etc. Rapid communication with increased 
access of Information Technology (JT) in home, work place and 
educational institutions has make education a life-long process. 
Information technology helps teachers and students in gaining 
up-to-date information and knowledge. Accurate and right 
information is necessary for effective teaching and learning; 
and information technologies (Haag, J 998,· p. l OJ are "set of 
tools that can help provide the right people with the right 
information al the right time." 

Information technologies have affected every aspect of 
human activity and have ct potential role to play in the field of 
education and training, specially, in distance education to 
transform it into cm inuovat ive form of experience. The need of 
new technologies in teaching learning process grows stronger 
and faster. The information age becomes on era of knowledge 
providing sound and unmatched feasibility for discovery, 
exchange of information, conuuunicution one/ exploration to 
strengthen the teaching learning process. 

Student, are independent utul they can make hes/ decisions 
possibl« about their studies. /eur11i11g time, pluce UJI(/ resources . 
. Students are able to work i11 coltaborutive and lnteractive 

Abstract 

Dr. Samir M.Vohra" 

15. Role of Information Technologies 
Learning Process in Teaching 
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Introduction 
One of the ba ic function of education is preparation of 

tudents for life. This function in 21 t century may be participation in 
an information rich ocicty, where knowledge is regarded c1s the main 
ource for socio-cultural and po I itico-cconorn ical development of 

countries and/or nation . In format ion rich societies are developed and 
dominating and they arc control! ing the information throughout the 
world. Information encompasses and relies on the use of different 
channels of communication, presently called information and 
communication technologies (Hussain. 2005) and would be 
incorporating better pedagogical methods to cope with such emerging 
situations. 

These have changed the scenario of education particularly, 
pedagogy and instruction making teaching learning process more 
producti e creating collaborative. learner centered and interactive 
global learning environments. Therefore, information technologies arc 
assumed to play a constructive role in education to make the teaching 
and learning process more productive through collaboration in an 
information rich society. 

Information rich society promotes new practices and 
paradigms for education where the teacher has to play new role of 
mentoring. coaching and helping students in their studies rather to 
play the conventional role of spoon feeding in the classrooms. 

Students can learn independently having a wide choice of 
programme selection and access to in formation. Students can be 
involved in skill oriented activities in group learning environments for 
accumulated knov ledge. They can interact and share learning 
experience with their teacher a ncl Icl low learners in I nowledge 
construction and dissemination process. They can receive and use 
information of a II kinds in more constructive and productive 
prof elision rather depending upon the teacher. 

learning environments effect ivelv communicating. sharing 
infonnation and exchanging ideas and learning experiences 
with al/ in the environment. This paper highlights the role of 
information technologies in teaching learning process. 
Key 1Vords- Iuforniation Technology. Teaching- Learning 
process. Computer. Internet. & Knowledge. 
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Information Technologies 
At present, knowledge may be regarded a· po» er and it 

comes from having information. Information encompas 'CS and relics 
upon the use of different communication channel, or technologies 
called information technologie , Ior its clfectivcnc ·, and equal uccc ss. 
Information technologie may extend kno« ledge be) oud the 
geographical boundaries of a slate or country pro, iding rclev ant 
information to the relevant people round the clock. 

Information Technology "is any computer-based tool that 
people use to work with information and support the inlonuatiou ~UH.I 

information processing needs or an organization" (I laag. 1998: pp. I 7. 
518). It includes computers and its related technologies: \\'\V\\'. 
Internet and Videoconferencing etc. lulormation lccl111olog) can be 
used to promote the opportunities or knov, ledge disscruiu.uion. It c~111 

Relationship between Technology in Education and Pedagogy 
Research has i II ustrutcd that many educators hu ve had n hu rd 

time integrating technology into education. This may be because 
many educators have yet to explore the relationship between 
technology and pedagogy. Doing so could play ,l lwgc part i11 
encouraging critical th inking by teachers as they attempt to integrate 
technology into education. 

At the same time, for technology to work effectively, it should 
only be incorporated in classroom if it is appropriate for a gi en 
instructional task. Also, technology can only be an effective teaching 
tool if teachers participate in decisions to adopt technology. Thi· is 
because teachers have the responsi bi I ity of Iaci I iiati ng instruct ion and 
incorporating technology at the classroom le, cl. yet many .chool 
administrators tend to make decisions related to technology 
adoption/training without consu I ting teacher . 

Branson ( 1991) stated that students learn not u1ily h) tile 
teacher but they also learn along wjlh the teacher ~111d h) intcructiug 
with one another. Indeed, now students can learn much 111on: ih.m thut 
th teacher teaches in con vcn t iona I learn i ng c11 vi ro11111c11ts. For 
producti e teaching learning process teachers and students have to use 
information tech no logics according to their rcqu i rcmcn ts and 
a ailabiliry. 
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Rashid (2001, p.270) stated that 
• Both teachers and learners can work with others at remote 

sites. 
• The community of learners can expand to i nclucle virtually 

anyone who wishes to obtain information and who is not 
excluded by policy or cost. 

• They can provide real access to experts in universities, 
research laboratories, the business community, government 
agencies c111d political offices. 

• In formation technologies can promote the opportunities of 
rcstructu ring the leaching learning process. 

• These can transform teaching and learning by offering 
a 11 crnat i ves to l he tench er prov iclecl information. access to 
, irtually unlimited resources and opportunities for real world 
conununication, collaboration and competition. 

help the teachers and students having up-to-elate information and 
knowledge. Accurate and right information is necessary for effective 
teaching and learning; and information technology (Haag, 1998: p.10) 
is a "set or tools that can help pro ide the right people with the right 
information at the right time." 

Information Technologies and Teaching Learning Process: 
Making Students I ndepenclent i 11 their Studies 

Using in formation technologies students can decide about 
their tud ics. learning ti me. place and resources in a better way. 

tudcnts can work in more supportive environments, seek help from 
teachers and fellows, and share their learning experiences and ideas in 
romantic and productive fashion. 

The innovative kinds of pedagogy empowered by these 
emerging media and experiences promoted the opportunities of 
distance education and at present virtual education and eliminated the 
barriers of distance and time. New and innovative learning 
experiences would be enhanced and encouraged by these 
technologies, as by virtual communities, which exist by interactions 
across the globe through global network of computers round the clock. 
The global sharing of experiences would make possible the group 
presentation form of instruction in distance education. 
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Importance of Information Technologies for Students 
• To participate in a media revolution. 
• To improve the ways 01 learning in new learning 1·u~hio11~ 
• Improve the ability and skill or appl) ing their learning i11 rcul 

situation. 
• Working in groups for cooperative and colluborativc lcur11i11g 
• Developing self-icamiug habits al their n\\ n pace and time. 
• To learn with the teacher rather by the teacher. 
• To develop inquiry-learning habits. 

The phases of this process as described by Marriam ct al ( 1997, 
p.34) are, 

• " developing awareness - rccogn izing that somcth i ng is 
wrong or different; 

• exploring alternative-researching for new ideas Irorn other 
institutions and acknowledging that change is needed: 

• mal ing a transition-leaving the old approaches bch ind (or 
dramatica I ly changed); 

• achieving integration-pulling the pieces from the transition 
phase back together; and 

• taking action-putting new ideas into operation". 
Educative environments definitely enhance and shape the 

teaching learning process lo achieve the desired goals. There is a 
natural tendency for students to learn and learning can accelerate, in 
interactive and encouraging environments. Accelerating the 
encouraging environments may be psychological climates and 
students' interactions can create them. Interactions or students can 
make learning environment more effective and meaningful and 'much 
of learning takes place in a meaningful environment . The on-line 
setting provides a level of flexibility and convenience not provided by 
traditional classroom courses". 

Internet and WWW provide learners latest relevant 
information at their own pace and they can form a virtual communit .. 
of learners at global level. Teaching organizations are adopting 
information and communication technologies specially the computers, 
World Wide Web, teleconferencing and educational television 
because of their cost effectiveness, access ancl llcxibi Ii ties o I' choices. 
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Importance of Information Technologies for Teachers 
• To pre ent the material in more intere ting and attractive way. 
• To guide and help studcn ts in searching the qua I itative 

material. 
• To make best and efficient use of time. 
• Coach and Direct the students. 
• Provide individual izecl instruction. 
• Direct the student toward cooperative as well as collaborative 

learning activities. 
• It is more important and useful in preparing learning material 

for students. 
• Diagnose the learning problem of students and help them to 

overcome. 
• Solx e the study problems of students. 

Information technologies affect the teaching learning process 
in different ways. These helps the teachers in preparing lecture notes 
for interesting presentation. on the one hand and facilitates the 
students on the other hand. Different technologies help the teachers 
and students according to their respective nature and capabilities of 
storage and presentation. 

For example computers arc used in education for various 
purposes a they can store and retrieve a huge amount of information. 
All 20 volumes of the Oxford English Dictionary are contained on one 
compact disc. The disc provides instant access to 616,500 words and 
terms. 137.000 pronunciation, 2.4 million illustrative quotations. 
577.000 cross reference . and 249.000 etymologies. 

Information technologies provide the opportunities of global 
interactions. tudcnts can learn from interactions with the 
information. interface. teachers and co-learners using global networks. 
1 he) can interact al their own and get rid of their routine work. They 
ma) rev ie« and explore the qualitative as well as quantitative data 

• sc right information at right time to achieve right objective. 
• Rcvic« <111d explore qualitative data. 

Information technologies facilitate students in their learning 
proce through their active participation on one hand and help 
teachers on the other hand. 
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Menges (1994) - Eight Shifts 
Reflect the effects of information technologies on teaching 

and learning process. 
• A shift from lecture and recitation to coaching: Students 

learn by interactive technologies and teacher facilitates them 
on how to use and reflect responses. He/she may be 
diagnosing learning problems and helping learners to find 
their solutions. When students work with information 
technologies, teachers reduce the time they spend directing 
students; they spend more of their time facilitating student 
learning. 

• A shift from whole-class instruction to small group 
instruction: Students progress at different rates and pace in 
their learning process. Teachers can interact with individual 
students and in small groups. They can become better 
informed of the individual student's progress and problems in 
their learning. So they can help and facilitate students 
individually in more effective way. 

• A shift from working with better students to working with 
weaker students: lndiviclual differences exist among students 
at all levels of learning. Information technologies enable 
teacher to cope with this problem in large classes working 
with individual students and in small groups. The teacher is 
then able to aim instruction at one specific target group and to 
devote time to those who mostly need help. 

• A shift from al I students learning the same things lo different 
students learning different things: Conventionally, nil students 
had to learn the same things what the teacher i ntenclecl to 
teach them in a class. However, now the situation has changed 
and the use of information technologies has enabled the 
students to learn what they need, and what they want to 
learn.There also exists individuality 111 some common 

trough computer net works. They can \\ ork on group project c; 
participating in peer learning and knowledge building activities. 
Under the influence of information technologies, teaching and 
learning occurs in a changed situation. There seems a shift from 
teacher centered teaching to student centered learning. 
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11tl:1in11,~11h. l{L'\Olll'l:l.''-t Ior lc:1rni11p nrc nvailahlc (hrougl: 
inl'nrm:itinn kl.:lll1ol1,piL'c.;, ii becomes possible for students lo 
rcl.:npni,1: :11HI usethe appropriate information to achieve the 
µonls under the t111cl,1i1c ol reacher. 

• I\ "hil'I t1,\\:trd~ more t:11g;ii•t:d students: Conventionally, 
111:1.iorit) ol' \lttcll.:llh is p:1ssivt: listener in the classrooms for 
n,n"I o l the lime. ·1 cachets carry 011 delivering lectures 
w ilhout nny concern or students' p .. micipation in the teaching 
lc:1rni11µ. process. Use of lnfornuu ion technologies in 
c luxsroom situation particularly interactive technologies 
ho" ever; ensure n ucn: ion and net i vc i nvo lvcrncn t of stud en ts. 
Wcll-dcsiuncd computer-mediated instruction is more likely 
lo cngapc individuals for effective learning than simple 
lectures and book rending n classroom. 

• I\ shin from assessment based on test pcrf orrnancc to 
assessment based 011 products and progress: Competencies 
and ski 11 s ,1 re ncccssa rics lo I ivc a success fu I and productive 
lire. lhcxc may result Irom undertaking creative projects 
rather than repeating or paraphrasing information from 
lcct u res a nd textbooks. The best projects incl uclc realistic 
tasks thnt generalize the student's learning and its application 
i 11 nc« si tu<1 lions. In Iorrna t ion tech no logics actively i nvo Ive 
the st udcn ts in di ff crcn t com potency based activities through 
skill oriented projects in real situations. 

• I\ shirt from competitive to a cooperative goal structure: 
Collaborative and cooperative learning approach provides 
learners the op port unit ics or ex lens ivc i ntcraction. Students 
have access to extensive databases and share their own work 
through networked communications lo work on collaborative 
projects. Teachers guide the students on how to share and 
interact in networked collaborative learning environments. 

• /\. shin from the primacy of verbal thinking Lo the integration 
of visual and verbal thinking: sing information technologies 
st uclcnts would have extensive experience with video than 
with print, yet instruction is based primarily 011 print. 
I lowcvcr, visual literacy is poorly understood and poorly 
ut i I izcd in perceiving i nst rue! ion. Teachers need to cons icier 
what capacit ics ror visual knowledge and skills students 
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Menges (1994. pp 188-190) - Changed Role of Teachers - 
The fol lowing shifts reflect the new role of teachers in new situation 

• A Shift from Covering Material to Assisting Students in 
Sampling Material: Teachers decide what is essential and 
what is optional for students when the information is too 
much to decide by students. The essential information can be 
assigned and students guided to work in an effective way. The 
content should span a variety of media to ensure that students 
become adept in using information sources and that they 
experience the effects of diverse media. 

New Situations - New Demands 
In the age of information technology, effective and efficient 

learning is potentially possible at all levels for all round the clock. 
Content-centered presentation by teachers to large groups of students 
cannot have any justification to be dominant method of instruction. In 
the era of information technology teachers will be spending more time 
in facilitating students rather delivering lectures in the classrooms. 
They would be working in groups; preparing and evaluating 
instructional materials and orgaruzmg data into meaningful 
information and accessible forms. They will be spending their time in 
coaching students; helping them to learn through reviewing the huge 
information. 

They will be offering group presentations. Presentations will 
not be used to provide new information instead, presentation will be 
carefully constructed to model and answer existing questions and 
solve current problems in certain disciplines. They will also be 
demonstrating the potential of skill development in students by using 
information in problematic situations. 

shou Id possess, and determine how they can ensure progress 
towards developing these capacities. Information technology 
can help the teacher on the one hand and facilitates the 
learners on the other hand. Both, teachers and students get rid 
of their routine work, and have to play their new roles in new 
situations respectively. Teachers spend much of their time in 
assisting the students rather lecturing; and students access the 
information of their need. 
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• A Shift From Uuilutcrully Declaring Whal Is Worth 
Kuo" inJ.! 0 Nl•gotiafing ritcrla: Thal Identify What Is 
Important: Instead of providing net packages or content, the 
teacher plunges into primary sources with students. Together 
thc) dc\ clop \ uys to discriminate the more important from 
the le ·~ important. 'curses' exercises can help to develop 
criteria about the importance or information and its use for 
.pcci fie purposes. Students can discuss these criteria for 
understanding and dcvclopi ng the new one if needed. /\ 
d iscipl inc-spcci fie criterion val id ates the information and 
enables students to de clop cxpcrti c in formulating criteria in 
other disciplines. They must also medium specific as the 
characterist ic · or print and c lcctron ic information significantly 
di ff er from each other. 

• A hifl Irom Ranking tudents Relative to One Another lo 
Negotiating tandards pecific lo Individuals: Information 
technologies promote diverse academic opportunities and 
path for each tudent. tuclent show progress according to 
their capabilitie and some students may progress slowly than 
other . The teacher cannot use uniform standards of 
achie ernent and uniform rate of learning to evaluate students' 
worl . Therefore, it would be necessary to negotiate learning 
objecti e and rates of progress that reflect individual 
intere ts, abilitie , sl ill and needs. 

• A hilt from Grading According To Individual 
Attainments To Grading According To ollaborative 

ontribuuon : Evaluation of individual work i easy. But 
judging and rewarding individuals' work in group 
performance is difficult because roles and responsibi Ii ties of 
each group member vary. Information technologies permit 
a I most ariabil ity in the tasks that group members pursue. 

• A hift from Merely Verifying Student Source to Deriving 
tandard for Fair Use and Credit: Plagiarism is a curse in 

academic affairs. For a teacher it is too difficult to verify all 
the ourccs to en ure the originality of students' work. This 
role of plagiari 111 detector seems impractical when sources 
are o numerous and information can be so ea ily altered. But 
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Need for the Preparation of Information Technology 
Certain skills capabilities of using difTerent infonnation 

technologies are necessary for students a ,, ell a teacher . Therefore. 
gradual encounters with the technologie are neces a~ to prepare 
themselves for the age of information technology. They "ill anticipate 
in the age of information technology a : 

• Requiring student to u e electronic databa cs in their 
searches. 

• Encouraging student to u electronic mail to a 1-.. que: tions, 
and for submitting a ignmcnt . 

• Becoming familiar with the ad, antage and di ad, antage of 
the technologies and exploring the capabilitie of compact 
disc read-only memory (CD-ROl\1). tele x ideoconferencing 
etc. 

• urveymg student about their familiarirx \\ ith the 
information technologies and a king if the) \\ ill hare their 
knowledge and kill with the cla . 

• U ing computer programs for keeping records in large class 
enrollment lists, te t item and so on and having student ..., 
review and update their own record from time to time. 

the computer software has made it pos ible to detect the 
plagiarism. 

• A Shift from Requiring tudent To Produce Knowledge 
To Rewarding Them for Demon trating Originality: 
tudent should have the skill and capabilities of 

understanding and applying know ledge in real ituations. 
Without the application of knowledge student can no longer 
retain it and 0011 they forget. In the era of information 
technologie tudent should be able to apply core concept 
and genera I ize principle to sign i ficantly di ff erent ituations. 
Expo ure to information tcchnologie lead to thi affective 
principle. Information technologie would develop in 
student . the ability of judging the valid it) and preci ion of 
information. Learning by information technologie . tudent 
would analyze and explore the information to achieve certain 
objectives of their study. 
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Sugge tion 
Effective Implementation of Active Learning Strategies will 

definitely help students to: 
• Engage in higher-order thinking tasks as analysis synthesis 

and evaluation; 
• Study ideas, solve problems and apply what they have 

learned; 
• Construct hypotheses and make decisions; 
• Pro, ide meaning and organization to experiences; 
• Work collaboratively with others; 

Need to Utilize Active Learning in the Classroom. 
• Ora" s upon the pre-existing l now ledge that students already 

have. 
• Is essential for idea manipulation. 
• Enhances understanding through cooperative learning and 
• Augments learning through technology tools. 

Active Learning Opportunitie 
Actix e learning is a process in \\ hich the students are engaged 

in hands-on activities rather than passively recei ing knox ledge. 
tudents interact with others to construct meaning from nev ideas and 

concepts based on their background knowledge. Active learning is 
f astpaced, fun and per on ally engaging because students have the 
opportunity to try things out, use their senses ask questions and 
discuss with others. Assignments are designed to draw upon the skills 
and know ledge that students have or must acquire. Cooperati e 
learning. problem olving, and project- based learning are acti e 
learning strategies. 

• l:ncouraging tudent to include , isual element as part of 
their project . 

• pending tudent · time as a multimedia workstation. 
planning a presentation: assembling projection graphics. video 
clip . animation. ound and other materials: tr; ing to match 
particular materials with specific learning objecti es; and 
integrating the materials into a unified pre entation. 
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Conclusion 
The ultimate success of ICTs for learning will be attained 

when we stop marveling about the ICTs and apply our minds and 
emotions to the wonders of learning.' 

Information technologies are the result of knowledge 
explosion. These include hardware & software technologies and 
facilitate teaching learning process. Using Information Technologies 
learners are now able to participate in learning communities 
throughout the world. They are independent and free in choice of their 
programmes of study and access to the resources. They may learn 
collaboratively, share information, exchange their learning 
experiences and work through cooperative activities in virtual learning 
communities. Information technologies facilitate teaching learning 
process in more productive fashion. Similarly, the role of teacher is 
also different in new settings than in the conventional system. Teacher 
facilitates and guides the learners in their study playing the role of a 
coach or mentor. Now teacher is not at the center of the instruction 
and sole source of information as in conventional classrooms. He/she 
decides contents/experiences and/or activities, locates the resources 
and guides learners how to have access and u ti I ize the in formation for 
required outcomes. In nutshell, information technologies are 
restructuring teaching learning process to meet the International 
standards. 

• Connect real-Ii f e work bet ween college and what wi II take 
place in future 

• Address cultural influences and individual learning styles. 
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